
	

 

	

	

MARYAM RASTGHALAM BIOGRAPHY 

  

Maryam Rastghalam is an Iranian artist living in Milan, Italy. She was born in 

Esfahan, Iran.  

She finished her studies in Graphic Art in Isphahan in 2000 then she attended 

the Art & Architectural Azad University (2004) in Tehran. Maryam moved to Italy 

to continue her studies in Art in Florence and after graduating in decoration she 

moved to Milan and took a master in visual art at Milan's fine arts academy 

(Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera). 

Her art works are an harmonious combination of Iranian and European concepts, 

concrete evidence of a possible syncretism between cultures that could appear 

very different. Maryam's work is influenced by myths, antique persian miniatures, 

Islamic architecture, nature, objects of everyday life. Maryam’s works represent a 

mixture of elements that belong to the past and to contemporary concepts to 

create a surreal, dreamlike and highly evocative panorama.  

Maryam's visual language is based on concepts like illusion and reality, fear and 

hope, past and future, movement and time.  

Her works are made using a variety of media, including watercolour, ink and 

collage. Maryam also creates installations and art books by using different 

material. 

The artist has participated in numerous exhibitions in Isphahan, Tehran, 

Florence, Milan, Berlin, San Francisco and in Munich with an important solo 



	

 

exhibition, “Persian Garden”, at the Haleh gallery held in 2016. Five of the 

paintings of "Forgetfulness” series, exposed in this occasion, were purchased by 

the Museum Fünf Kontinente of Monaco. 

Maryam was recently invited to Monte Carlo for a major event that will be held 

in July 2017, in which also the most important artists of the contemporary Iranian 

art scene will partecipate, among the others Parviz Tanavoli, Marjane Satrapi, 

Nicky Nodjoumi. Christie's will take care of a charity auction of the works on 

display. Maryam will exhibit some works from the "Floating Domes" series that 

will before be presented in Milan in the exhibition "Maryam Rastghalam. 

Recurring Dreams" (13 April-11 May, 2017). 

 

	


